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 Just about finished this section of early childhood, the early years — again, 

roughly birth to age 3, that stage we’ve been talking about physical — aspects of 

physical development.  We did cognitive development.  We looked at or started to look 

at our last session — looking at attachment that dealt with both social and emotional 

aspects of development. 

 We left off — we were talking about kind of the father’s role and one of the things 

that we had talked about, you know, was that the father’s role clearly is changing in our 

society today.  We’re finding fathers much more involved and invested in the role of 

parenting, particularly during the early years of the child’s life.  And we want to kind of 

continue today looking at that role.  We left off where fathers are just as capable of 

caring for infants as mothers are, particularly if they want to be and they are invested in 

that role.  Clearly there are some men that are uncomfortable, probably because of the 

lack of socialization and the lack of experience, but who clearly have the opportunity to 

learn those skills and to be very effective at that role. 

 In terms of attachment for fathers, it appears at about the same time and in very 

similar ways as it does for mothers.  And again, here we’re talking about in those 

situations again where men want to be invested in that role, choose to be involved in 

their children’s lives.  Again, very much like mothers.  If they are consistent and 

dependable in responding to the child’s needs, if they choose to consistently interact 

with the child, again that attachment will be formed very, very similar as the mother’s 

would.  And pretty much around the same time. 

 Now, that experience is gonna be different for men who choose to not be 

involved, to be more withdrawn, more detached both in terms of interaction but also in 

terms of again providing, you know, daily care.  So again, very similar process for men 

as it is for females. 

 What we find is that in a stress-free situation, children tend to show no 
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preference over mothers or fathers.  In fact, they may actually in a stress-free situation 

show somewhat more preference for fathers in some cases.  Any thoughts about why 

that might be in some situations?  Why a child might show a preference for dads?  One 

of the things that we’re gonna talk about in a moment, that fathers tend to be — a lot of 

their interaction with children is in the form of play.  A lot of times when mothers are 

much more — those mothers that are much more invested in daily care for children also 

tend to be the one who provides more discipline in some situations.  And so in some 

households, Dad is kind of the fun one.  And so in a stress-free situation, sometimes 

children actually will show a preference for interactions with Dad because it tends to be 

more fun and in some cases more stimulating than mothers are.  And again, that’s just 

in some cases.  It’s not, you know, a broad generalization at all. 

 Now, kind of a tricky question.  In most cases will seem somewhat obvious.  In a 

stress situation, who do you think the child shows preference for and why? 

 [Inaudible student response] 

The one who does most of the care giving.  Exactly.  And in most cases that often is the 

mother.  And what we find in many households is actually the person who the child is 

most responsive to in a stress situation depends upon what?  This would be true in our 

household, I think.  What do you think it depends upon in terms of the stress situation?  

In our household it depends upon the nature of the situation, you know.  In our case — 

in almost probably 80 percent of the — unless I’m the only one that’s available.  When 

Matthew gets sick, my wife tends to be the one who responds to that situation.  Why 

that is, it’s just kind of the pattern that got established early on.  You know, she’s the 

one who’ll go lay with him or he’ll come lay with her and I get booted out, you know, for 

the evening.  But she’s the one.  Now, when it’s just been him and I, you know, I’m very 

capable of responding to illness situations and doing very much the same thing, but she 

just tends to be the one that’s responded in most of the cases when we’re both there.  
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And so whenever he’s ill, that’s who he naturally tends to go to and look to to comfort 

him at those moments. 

 However, in situations where it involves pain — i.e., where he’s gotten hurt in 

some form or another — I tend to be the one who more often will respond to those 

situations.  And that happens on a fairly frequent basis, you know, as well.  So again, in 

our situation it just often — and it may be that I think in those situations I tend to be a 

little bit calmer.  I tend to get less emotionally kind of involved in that.  You know, very 

consistent, I think, in my response but I don’t get overly uptight or anxious about it.  And 

I think that tends to have a calming effect. 

 In fact, when he was an infant, just a newborn, it was a lot of times easier for me 

to rock him and hold him when he was really anxious or really irritable or really upset, 

because internally emotionally I wasn’t affected by that.  And newborns will pick up on 

just the emotional state of the parent and will respond or react to that.  And so a lot of 

times I actually could comfort, you know, more effectively sometimes than even my wife 

could in some situations. 

 So again, in stress-free situations doesn’t tend to be a preference.  Mothers 

probably are more involved in stress situations.  The child will often choose a 

preference but that’s probably because of the one who often responds to those 

situations.  But again, not necessarily always. 

 Much of the father’s interaction is in the form of play.  That’s probably changing 

to some extent but still we find that that tends to be the major form of interaction for 

many dads.  What we also tend to find is dads play differently than mothers.  Anyone 

happen to know some of those differences?  And it’s not a good or bad, just different. 

 [Inaudible student response] 

Yeah, fathers tend to be more physical.  Tend to be, you know — and particularly with 

males, tend to exhibit lots more of that — very early on, kind of that rough tumble kind of 
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play.  But they clearly are much more physical.  They’re much more active, physically 

much more stimulating in their form of play.  And even dads with little girls will do the 

same thing.  Because what do they have a tendency to do?  A lot of times mothers will 

just freak.  Throw their children up in the air and then catch ‘em.   And it’s like, “You’re 

gonna drop ‘em” kind of thing, you know.  And what does the child do?  Giggles and 

laughs and, you know, just gets all excited about that. 

 How do mothers tend to play?  And it probably never gets put in the context of 

play.  It’s a very positive thing.  It’s just different. 

 [Inaudible student response] 

Some tickling.  There is physical touch in their play.  But much more so than dads.  

Could be imagination come into play in that, in stimulating that.  They tend to be much 

more educational in their play.  What do mothers have a tendency to do?  More so than 

dads. 

 [Inaudible student response] 

I think both probably will read books.  Mothers may read books more so than dads in 

some households.  But if you think about it, mothers are really good and spend a lot of 

time showing young children how things work.  And so all those wonderful toys and 

things that we buy for our kids?  Mothers are much more engaged in interacting with the 

child with those toys.  Again, whether that’s blocks or things that you push or things that 

you pull, you know, mothers tend to be much more involved.  And also in that process 

explaining how those things work.  They are also much more verbal lin their 

interactions, you know, than fathers tend to be.  Again, there’s exceptions to every rule.  

So there’s some differences in the nature of the play between dads and moms. 

 Fathers seem to play an important role in both cognitive and gender role 

development.  We know that fathers particularly tend to be more gender role type 

concerned than mothers are.  And what are some ways that that might get exhibited?  
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And I don’t know if you realize or remember, you know, growing up and if you had 

siblings of the other gender, differences maybe in how Mom and Dad responded or 

treated.  Anyone notice any differences whatsoever?  I had three sisters, all younger, 

and there were distinct differences in how we were responded to from early on right on 

through most of our lives.  Anyone think of differences, response differences from moms 

and dads? 

 I think mothers tend -- again, talking very broad generalizations — tend to kind of 

see ‘em more equal, tend not to place the gender role labels in terms of the activities 

that they’re involved in or the toys that they play with where dads tend to be somewhat 

more concerned both in terms of the toys and things they play with but also the activities 

that they are involved in.  And clearly much more the notion that these are boys’ 

activities, these are girls’ activities, and that it’s important that they know and can 

distinguish the difference. 

 You also see it in another area, and this is the place that I think I experienced it 

growing up as a child, was in terms of what I was allowed to do differently than what my 

sisters were often allowed to do.  Any differences there that you can recall or -- 

 [Inaudible student response] 

Yeah.  Dating, particularly when you got older.  What about younger than the dating 

phase?  Do you recall any differences? 

 [Inaudible student response] 

Again, did different chores.  We were very gender typed in terms of chores in our 

household.  You know, I had the old stereotypical — you know, I did the trash, the 

garage, the yard, and my sisters had the expectations of doing, quote, “housework,” you 

know, because those were female chores.  And again, it’s not the case in my household 

today but it was in my household growing up. 

 I was provided a lot more freedom of movement.  You know, whether it was 
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verbalized or not, kind of the notion that I was somehow more capable of taking care of 

myself, even from a very early age, and I was given a lot more freedom of movement.  

And I think my sisters at every stage were somewhat more restricted in the activities 

that they were involved in.  And clearly right on into adolescence — again, the 

expectations, you know, of not having curfews versus having curfews, and more 

important in knowing where you are and what’s happening than I experienced.  And 

again, I think there were clearly some gender differences there.  So there are some 

responses and differences particularly in terms of mothers and dads.  And again, I think 

that’s probably changing, becoming more balanced over time, but still tends to exist. 

 Cognitively we find — and some of it may again come from traditional 

socialization, you know, in terms of males traditionally have been socialized, you know, 

in terms of goal oriented task achievement.  I think dads may have more expectations in 

that area of their children in terms of being motivated to achieve tasks and may even 

have higher expectations in their level of achievement.  Whether that’s academic or the 

pursuit of some kind of a hobby or sporting event, the expectations to reach a certain 

level of success may be somewhat higher for dads, maybe more so than mothers.   

 Even in our household, I think, a different level of expectation and freedom, not 

only in independence and freedom of movement but freedom to make choices and 

decisions somewhat differently.  Again, I think that impacts cognitive development 

thought processes somewhat differently.  So again, fathers seem to play an important 

role in those two particular areas. 

 And finally we see men’s average contribution of housework and childcare is 

increasing, has been increasing over the last couple of decades.  I think we’re gonna 

continue to see that increase.  It doesn’t change dramatically even if the female works.  

It does have some impact.  What we have seen is that the mother’s role has decreased.  

However, what’s important to keep in mind is that they spend significantly more time 
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both in household chores as well as childcare, you know.  So one of the things that 

tends to happen as we look at this trend, you know, of it increasing for men and 

decreasing for females and we think that’s a dramatic shift.  I mean, what does it take 

for something to increase?  If men did 10 percent of child-rearing several decades ago, 

what would it take for there to be statistically an increase?  Only would take what? 

One more percent.  And so if we go from 10 percent to say 15 percent or 20 percent, 

that would be a significant increase.  Yet still what we find is women are still gonna 

represent 80 percent of that or a much greater percentage of that. 

 We have seen women’s decrease and what’s probably the reason for that?  

Again, particularly if you go back and look at the shift over the last 50 years. 

 [Inaudible student response] 

One of the realities is it’s not that women are doing less in their lives.  In many cases 

they’d probably be doing even more in some respects.  But what’s happened is as more 

and more women have moved into the workforce, they simply don’t have as much time 

to devote to housework and child-rearing activities.  And so even though it has 

decreased, their life is still very full. 

 What do women often sacrifice?  Because what we see is a decrease in child-

rearing and household tasks only to be replaced by hours spent in the workforce.  What 

do the vast majority of women end up giving up?  Because something has to give.  And 

this hasn’t changed near to the same extent for men as it has for women.  What do you 

think women have had to sacrifice or give up? 

 [Inaudible student response] 

Not necessarily.  A lot of women are still very capable of forming strong attachments 

and bonding.  Obviously there’s some give-up of time spent with the child different than 

if you go back when we had a more traditional model where women stayed home with 

their child.  So there’s no question there is a shift in that.  Has not necessarily 
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dramatically affected bonding.  It could, but not necessarily. A lot of what women have 

given up is their leisure and free time.  That’s what’s been sacrificed.  What’s happened 

is that they have a lot less time for themselves in their own personal pursuits than they 

had before.  So again, men’s has increased.  I think we’re gonna continue to see that 

increase.  And women’s contributions have decreased, though they still contribute the 

majority of time to that task. 

 We want to take look at two types of emotional reactions that are commonly 

experienced in young children.  Again, remember we’ve talked about emotional 

development and within that we look at Erikson’s psycho-social stages, a lot of which 

has to do with the development of personality and self-concept.  We also want to take a 

look at how children respond to certain situations and what creates certain situations.  

And there’s two very common ones that occur during the early years.  Not all children 

experience these.  However, many children will often experience fear of strangers.  

Usually starts between 7 and 10 months and lasts until sometime in the second year. 

 Now, we may not see a lot of fear of strangers when children are much younger 

than 7 months.  If you remember, we were talking about cognitively the areas or the 

abilities that children gain and one of those was decentration.  And it may not be until 

children become more and more aware, you know, of the external world and the people 

in it, you know.  That they have a kind of awareness, particularly as their cognitive 

abilities are improving as the brain is developing a strong awareness of other adults or 

other people in their world.  And so as that awareness increases may help us 

understand why that fear starts several months into their life. 

 What we find is that children show less or no fear of other children.  Now, that 

probably seems fairly logical and that would be why?  Why do young children tend not 

to show a fear of other children, or very little fear, versus adults? 

 [Inaudible student response] 
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Same level, basically same size.  Other children, particularly other infants, would not be 

intimidating.  One of the things that I’ve said several times is to really understand 

children’s development, a lot of times what we have to do is begin to put ourselves in 

the perspective of the child and to see the world through the child’s eyes. 

 So be an 8-month-old for a second, you know, as much as you can image.  And 

image your size at 8 months.  And now you’re becoming more and more aware of other 

people in your world, you know.  Again, your vision is improving dramatically.  What do 

adults look like to an 8-month-old?  If you be the 8-month-old for a second, as you 

increasingly become aware.  Giants.  Exactly.  They’re huge, you know.  And giants to 

something that small would be rather intimidating and in some cases frightful.  Now, 

there’s some children, you know, that never met a stranger, aren’t frightened by 

anything, which is probably largely a reflection of their different temperaments.  But for 

some children adults are huge, you know, and some adults appear to be more 

frightening than other adults. 

 So again, we’ve got to put ourselves — children, not intimidating.  Adults, can be.  

Now, female strangers tend to produce less fear than male strangers.  It may seem 

logical but what might be a couple of reasons?  Probably not a size factor.  One of the 

things is their voice.  And I know this is true for myself, is that my voice tends to be 

louder, stronger, and a lot of times my voice in itself tends to be more intense.  So my 

voice can be intimidating, even though that’s not my intent.  I think females have a 

tendency sometimes, particularly with babies — again, maybe just a different comfort 

level, a greater awareness that when they’re interacting with babies they tend to change 

their tone of voice and be much more conscious of their tone of voice.  You know, I 

know that if I’m not really conscious of it and I use just my normal voice, it can be 

overpowering and that can be really, really frightful again to a very young child. 

 Can you think of anything else about a male that might be more intimidating or 
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frightful? 

 [Inaudible student response] 

Again, just physical build can maybe feel more intimidating.  There’s another 

characteristic that occurs for some children with some males, and I’ve seen it on more 

than one occasion.  Can you think of a characteristic of some males that is very 

frightening to young children?  The wheels are turning. 

 [Inaudible student response] 

Yeah, men with beards.  I’ve watched more than one occasion where — again, a very 

nurturing, very caring male will attempt to go and will get near a young child, and I’ve 

watched them just go crazy -- I mean, just cry almost hysterically until that male has 

moved away.  And particularly if there’s not been much other contacts to be around 

other males again that had facial hair.  And that can be real disconcerting, you know, to 

a male who that was never their intent and realize they frighten a child, not realizing 

what their reaction was.  I knew one particular male that literally was so disturbed by it 

that he literally shaved his beard, you know, because of that experience.  So it can be.  

So again, just tone of voice, size, and just general kinds of reactions can be more 

intimidating. 

 And finally, if the attachment figure is present, nearby, and the child is in a 

familiar place they’re more secure and they tend to have less reactions and they’re less 

anxious when strangers are around.  Because again, they feel pretty comfortable.  But 

again, if they’re in the presence of a stranger and they’re in a — say, you know, the 

child has gone with mother or dad to somebody else’s house.  Again, the house is 

unfamiliar, they’ve never been in that house, they’ve never met that adult before, and 

then all of a sudden that parent leaves the room.  Even though the child may not have 

exhibited much anxiety, at that moment may begin to experience it at that point or 

become more frightful or uncertain again. 
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 And a lot of it is simply the lack of familiarity with that individual. And then I 

think there are some individuals that simply, for whatever reasons, create different 

reactions.  I think it’s true for us as adults, you know.  There’s some individuals that just 

how they look, their demeanor, seems a lot more approachable than others and create 

more anxiety in us.  And so again that’s true.  Again, fear of strangers.  Not all children 

experience it.  It is a common emotional reaction.  Again, as children get older, tends to 

be less of a child’s experience. 

 Another common emotional reaction is separation anxiety.  Gonna test your 

memory from previous sessions in a second.  Separation anxiety tends to begin 

somewhere around 8 to 9 months, peaks around 12 to 16 months.  Now, you know why 

that is based on previous discussions we’ve had.  Why would we not have much — why 

would a child not experience much anxiety prior to 8 months based on a cognitive 

concept we’ve already talked about?  Anyone remember?  Give you a hint.  One of the 

three abilities.  We talked about the three abilities that we gain during the sensory motor 

stage of development.  One of those is related to this.  Why would I not experience a lot 

of anxiety prior to 8 months? 

 [Inaudible student response] 

That would be maybe part of it, but there’s another one that’s probably more relevant 

than that. 

 [Inaudible student response] 

There you go.  Object permanence.  Exactly.  You know, the awareness that — again, if 

a parent or an attachment figure leaves, you know, a child younger than 8 months a lot 

of times again is not aware that they even existed at that moment. 

 Now, why would it peak around 16 months and then begin to be less of an issue 

after that?  Again, still based on object permanence.  What do we know right around 

about 18 months in that process?  What are children becoming more and more aware 
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of?  That the parents still exist and they are someplace, you know.  And if I have any 

kind of mobility, I can even do what?  I could even possibly find them.  But most 

importantly is I’m aware that they still exist, you know.  That they’re still present 

someplace.  And that’s probably a lot of what contributes — and again, in that transition, 

you know, I’m having a growing awareness that they maybe still exist but I have less 

ability to know where they might exist and that’s why there’s still some of that anxiety or 

uncertainty. 

 How the child reacts to separation anxiety depends upon a number of factors, 

clearly one of those being the age of the child.  Clearly we know as children get older 

they tend to experience less separation anxiety.  Now again, they may experience 

anxiety in other areas.  Again, we all know that it’s not unusual for a young child to 

experience anxiety, you know, changing houses or starting school or changing schools 

or changing from one class.  They may experience anxiety, but it’s not necessarily 

separation anxiety — i.e., being separated from an attachment figure.  It’s still anxiety 

but different source.  So age is a factor. 

 Previous experiences.  Simply meaning what?  If I’ve been separated before and 

reunited soon or quickly and if my experience of being separated was positive then over 

time it’s gonna create considerably less anxiety than it’s been a negative experience.  

When I think of that I think of some of the TV programs that have done the hidden tapes 

— you know, when different children have been left with an alternative caregiver and 

then what they have found, that the experiences of that child have been really negative 

that no one would’ve ever have anticipated.  You know, it’s actually created some real 

panic on the part of the parents when they realize what their child had experienced.  

Again, when children have negative experiences, it’s gonna create considerably more 

anxiety the next time they’re getting ready to be left, particularly if they’re being left in 

the same situation that was negative.  But if the experience has been positive and 
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rewarding and fulfilling, then over time I’m gonna believe that that’s gonna be a good 

experience and anxiety is gonna be diminished over time. 

 This is related to it.  But the more the child is able to anticipate separations, then 

the easier the anxiety becomes.  Can you think of a couple of examples where the child 

actually over time is able to anticipate that separation?  And hopefully over time 

experience less and less anxiety. 

 [Inaudible student response] 

Yeah, particularly if they’re in any kind of a childcare setting and particularly if it’s one 

where they go to everyday.  Then what happens fairly quickly is — and particularly if it’s 

a positive experience — they get used to — they know at this time, “I’m gonna get 

dropped off.”  They realize very quickly -- even though young children can’t tell time, 

they have a wonderful sense of time.  And it’s amazing how they can know about when 

the time is when mom or dad or whoever is gonna pick me up, you know.  And so when 

they’re able to anticipate those drop-off times and those pick-up times, and again we’re 

very consistent in that, they get used to those situations. 

 And again, there can still be consistent anticipated experiences, even though 

they don’t happen everyday.  Can you think of another situation which may only occur 

once or twice a week in a child’s life, yet they still are capable of anticipating and it 

doesn’t create the same level of anxiety? 

 [Inaudible student response] 

For those families where church is a part of their lives, you know, going to the nursery or 

Sunday school class on a Sunday morning or some other time during the week that 

happens on a regular basis, even though it’s not happened daily again becomes familiar 

to them. 

 You know, it could be that they spend time with a grandparent on some regular 

routine or pattern.  And again, particularly if it’s someone that they have an attachment 
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relationship with, is gonna create less anxiety again than if there is no pattern.  If it’s 

something that I can’t anticipate and particularly if I have no warning, that all of a 

sudden I just find out and experience,”Oops, I’m being left with somebody” or left in a 

different situation, that’s gonna create considerably more anxiety. 

 How familiar the child is with the situation and/or with the substitute caregiver.  

One of the things that we discovered as parents that I think we found helpful when we 

got to the stage when we began to leave Matthew with other babysitters is that we were 

very intentional that we always had -- whoever we were gonna leave him with would 

always come to the house, spend some time in our house with us and with him, actually 

spending some time interacting and playing before they ever came and stayed with him 

just alone.  And it reduced so much anxiety.  One, the caregiver was aware and knew 

some of the things of what his interests were, what his likes were.  But then when he or 

she came to stay with him, it wasn’t a stranger any longer.  It was a familiar face.  And it 

was a lot easier for him to stay and for us to leave than if it was just someone that he’d 

never met, never seen.  Just showed up at the door one evening.  And so we kind of set 

the stage for that. 

 So when the child has some familiarity with alternative caregivers, someone that 

they don’t spend regular time with, they adjust much easier.  Particularly if it continues 

to be in a situation or place that they’re familiar — again, their own house, their own 

room, their own toys make separation a whole lot easier.  And then a lot of times just 

find themselves to get engrossed in what they normally would do that they’re even less 

aware of somebody else being there and again makes that transition. 

 And one of the big ones has to do with the parents’ own reaction to the 

separation.  Again, for anyone who’s ever worked in a childcare setting, one of the 

things that they’ll find is the greatest challenge that they have is not dealing with the 

child dealing with the separation but dealing with who?  The parents.  And I’ve watched 
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situations where the parent dropped the child off, you know, and the child would be 

visibly upset.  A lot of times what will happen in many cases, as soon as that parent 

leaves and is out of sight and gone, you know, the child will calm down pretty quickly.  It 

may take a while for some kids early on the first few days but they’ll often kind of settle 

in.  Again, they may cry, they may be upset, but I’ve seen that as soon as that parent 

has left within a matter of minutes pretty soon they’ve calmed down, and within a few 

more minutes they’re up and playing and going as if nothing was wrong. 

 I’ve also seen the situation where parents have dropped them off, the child has 

been visibly upset, the parents walked out of the door.  They’ve looked through a 

window and just about the time the child is almost calmed down, parents can’t take it 

anymore and they’ll run back in the room.  The child is upset, crying again.  We go 

through it three or four times, you know.  Just keeps ‘em stirred up, you know.  So 

again, a lot of times if the parents trust and are confident in the situation and the 

caregiver, if they’ll just leave the caregiver/providers to take care of the child, it works a 

whole lot better. 

 Colby would be right about — you know, at 17 months, getting ready to transition 

into this stage of autonomy, independence.  What is it that children this age are really 

beginning to want related to their push for independence?  What’s independence all 

about?  You all like to be independent.  Doing things for themselves, yeah.  Autonomy 

and the push for independence is about having control and wanting control over things 

in their lives.  The ability to make choices, you know.  And why is that important, do you 

think?  Because again, we move from that trust to mistrust, but what’s our ultimate goal 

in terms of raising children?  What do we hope for Colby down the road as he moves 

through the different stages of development?  What do we hope when he becomes an 

adult? 

 [Inaudible student response] 
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Happy and successful and capable of taking care of himself.  Being independent, you 

know.  And so at some point we’ve gotta begin to help Colby move to that point.  And he 

naturally — again, remember Erikson said that it’s maturationally set.  He naturally is 

gonna desire and want more and more independence. 

 And I think the issue is, with adults and with parents, is do we fight the push for 

independence or do we do what?  What should be our goal?  Because Colby, as he 

gets older, is gonna continue to want to be more and more independent.  Do we try to 

stop it?  Encourage it and support it and channel it, you know.  We want to channel that 

and give them opportunities to have control.  But we can still give ‘em opportunities to 

be in control and still maintain control over their choices and their situations. 

 Now, Erikson would also say — again, we want to push independence.  What 

happens is when we don’t allow children to have an opportunity, you know, to be 

independent — because again, if I come out of that stage of having experienced trust, 

I’m gonna be more willing to do what in life as I move to this stage?  Trust others.  And if 

I trust others and I trust my environment, you’re gonna take risks.  Because you’re 

curious you’re gonna be willing to try new things, explore things.  But if I have mistrust, 

I’m gonna be less likely to do that and it’s in those early experiences where I explore 

that I build a sense of confidence.  But if I’m not given that opportunity or every time I try 

to exert my independence I’m led to believe that I can’t, then that’s where I begin to 

develop what Erikson calls a sense of shame and doubt.  And so we want to encourage.  

We want to channel that push for independence. 

 Hey, Colby.  It’s still a pretty strange group, you know.  That’s okay.  He’s 

wanting to explore things other than -- 

 [Inaudible student response] 

Let’s see what happens — do you want to put him down?  See, he just — what’s he 

want?  What else does he want?  Why is he more happy right now?  Mom’s right there.  
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He’s secure.  He can explore now.  He can kind of pick out and kind of choose what he 

wants to do.  A little bit of freedom there.  Not quite as confined.  Yeah.  See, he’s found 

something that kind of interests him.  He could probably crawl in that or stand on that, 

you know.  It’s fun. 

 And one of the reasons again why we wanted to bring someone in this age is you 

can just watch his eyes and just watch him as he looks around at things that draw his 

attention to it.  Like the papers.  One of the things she said that’s real important is that at 

this age — which I think is a fascinating age — is everything’s new.  And it’s fun 

because it’s all exciting.  And things that to us would be meaningless — you know, 

simply something like this screen can be really fascinating.  One of the things we’ve 

been talking about.  And again, he would be on the early stages of that, much in the 

way of independence. 

 And one of the real challenges for parents is to find ways to give kids 

opportunities and choices but still — because again, if kids feel like they’ve got choices 

but you control what the choices are, they still feel a sense of control but you can still 

keep their world safe and kind of more predictable.  Because the problem is he doesn’t 

have the cognitive abilities to know what the outcomes of his exploration are gonna be, 

you know.  And it’s fun now to watch how he’s feeling more comfortable, you know.  

He’s starting to move closer to you all.  And now — I mean, if we had more time, he 

would be ready just to figure out everything in this room now that he knows that it’s 

probably an okay place to be, you know. 

 And he’s still real — the podium is underneath the table and he’s just fascinated 

by the podium.  He wants to step up on it but you know the podium’s at an angle.  And 

he really wants to be able to step on it ‘cause I think he wants to get up — uh-huh.  Oh-

oh.  Something — and again, one of the hardest things is when they again have a 

desire of something they want and then when they’re unable to have it, what are you 
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taking away from them?  Opportunity or control, you know, or a certain amount of 

freedom. 

 So again, it is a really fascinating, fun stage of life and you can begin to see a 

little bit — some of the things that we’ve already talked about today.  But again, they are 

moving towards that stage of wanting more autonomy, wanting more freedom, more 

independence.  And it’s important that they develop that.  We want him to grow up and 

at this stage feel confident in himself and what he’s able to do and his abilities, and not 

to be afraid to try new things, to explore new things, to experiment with new things, and 

to feel bad about exerting that which is natural to him. 


